
Because we love it so much  + CAMP 
Writing Residency, Nov 2019-Feb 2020

The residency used conversation to 
research artists’ livelihoods and artistic 
labour in conjunction with CAMP’s visiting 
speakers series. This continued an approach 
to writing through conversation developed 
at Tate Modern researching Tate Learning’s 
paper-based resources and their ways of 
working with artists, published in In Site of 
Conversation (2017).

Because we love it so much is a script 
(excerpt above) written through quotation 
from books, interlocutors, and notes from 
the residency, which was performed online 
by a group during lockdown, and ended in 
a conversation using a diagrammatic score 
(left) and Plan C’s question, ‘When did you 
last have time when you were truly free 
from work?’. 

https://youtu.be/4rKXyG587vw

Night Plants (2020-2), twenty-four 
digital photographs and a text made 
as part of Inter-Intimacies, a John Fell 
funded collaborative research project, 
with Oreet Ashery, Onyeka Igwe, Jade 
Montserrat, Jaimini Patel, and Giulia 
Smith. Inter-Intimacies is a series of online 
conversations, correspondence, and 
texts, discussing, sharing, imagining, and 
enacting ways of constructing intimacy 
and care structures across distance and 
difference in the context of teaching.  

Using improvisational sound, consciousness raising exercises, and vocal performance, 
the event gathered Plymouth-based artists and arts professionals to work with extracts 
of texts by the four speakers in CAMP’s lecture series on artists’ livelihoods, along with 
other texts, images and objects collected during the residency. The session critically 
and playfully explored what kinds of artist and forms of work a future Artist City might 
be shaped by, and how a ‘Reading Group’ might use utopian and dystopian visions to 
frame its purpose.

Above: Digital scans from Piece by Piece, ongoing project scanning miscellaneous things 
(shirts, shoulder pads, keyring etc.) that belonged to my mother.  
Right: Untitled (cuff), 2022, gouache, watercolour, airbrush ink on gesso, 420 x 557mm

artist talk, 2020 – ongoing
‘On request’ artist talk for individuals and small groups online, 
which includes a bespoke cover made for the audience’s 
screen(s) and posted to them in advance. 
Above: to Kelly LLoyd, November 2020, 13” MacBook laptop 
cover (body warmer, wetsuit fabric, book page) & 20 minute 
Zoom call.

draft schema (body warmer), 2020, airbrush ink, watercolour, body warmer, 552 x 764 mm



Installation view, Studio 1.1. Gallery, London showing:
Alp Effect, 2012. Mountain air, cellophane, cellotape, 
dimensions variable. Nope, 2012, oil on canvas. 610 x 500mm

One-day, lightweight installation drawing on Claude Cahun’s 
self-portrait as a weightlifter Untitled (Don’t kiss me, I’m in 
training) 1927 and the romantic figure of the Alpinist to explore 
Beckton Alps, a disused dry ski slope built in the late 1980s on a 
toxic soil heap in East London. 

Walk, 2012, Edition of 5, loose leaf publication

That is what I mean by rapport (Instalment: night iris), 2012. Looped slideshow, approx 3 mins.

Room Setting installation view, Royal College of Art, 2012

Picpus issue 7, Autumn, 2011

Painting Backwards, 2009-2013
PhD, Royal College of Art

I ask my 1980s preteen bedroom what it 
knows about a painting I had looked at in 
a book I’d opened there and got stuck on: 
Weeping Woman (1937). One of its answers 
is an aposeopetic copy of the painting by 
Surrealist photographer Dora Maar, the 
painting’s sitter and Pablo Picasso’s lover 
at the time.

My attempts to companion the painting 
involve fabrication, fictionalisation, 
quotation, annotation, loose association, 
and replication. A constructed doctoral 
character — my fool — dissolves disciplinary 
boundaries and pushes the project towards 
what edges the frame. In efforts to short-
circuit mastery, my fool assumes the 
postures of autoethnographer, painter, 
melancholic, child, reader, trainee, 
mourner, and sleeper, drawing on feminist 
practices, psychoanalytic theory, and those 
art historical texts from the 1980s arguing 
over painting’s ‘death’. The fragmentation 
of motley, a costume composed of scraps, 
provides a framework for a pieced-together 
doctoral thesis of writiing and practice, 
embracing an aesthetics of awkwardness and 
ambivalent retrojection,

Drift, HD Video, projection for performance reading of Walk, 2012, Royal College of Art. 

2010 collaboration with Sarah Jones comprising 
performances and sculptural installations 
choreographing replay of recorded and collaged 
voice and sound. Across multiple sites including 
Café Oto hosted by Phyllida Barlow/Serpentine 
Gallery, Royal College of Art Research Symposium, 
and Lulworth House, hosted by Judith Dean.

Melt yourself onto an artist. 

Artists have white bags. 

Applaud intermittently. 

Take the position of the artwork.
Artworks have orange bags.

You are only able to repeat what 
you hear. 

When you repeat what you hear 
you must rock from side to side. 

Lay it on thick.

Critism Critness, 2019 
workshop collaboration with 
Sarah Jones at Ruskin School 
of Art

Proposed in response 
to gender dynamics in 
group crits, the two-part 
workshop used 1960s 
feminist consciousness 
raising exercises, respeaking 
techniques, and collaborative 
enactment to create scripts 
for role-play that satirised art 
school power relations. 

replay, 2022, gouache, watercolour, and graphite on card, 545 x 410 mm

uncompanionable right now, 2015, with 
Hephzibah Rendle Short 

Exploring exhibition-making and the 
table as structures for collaboration and 
the tabletop as a field of encounter for 
paintings, pots, and props.

The exhibition extended methods 
developed through writing and teaching 
the short Contemporary Painting course 
together at Slade Summer School
2012-19.

Habitat 1986 series, 2011-ongoing. Scan collage with lighting gel. 
Dimensions variable.

Habitat 1986 series, 2011-ongoing. 
Flatbed scan drag and collage with lighting gel. Dimensions variable.


